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M , for the lucky recipients will be scattered to the four winds or will not
M f be able to repay even if they should remain within the state's juris- -
M j diction. If that be true, would it not be wise and just if the state,
B instead of paying dividends, should use the money to amass a greater
M surplus to provide for the future. It has been the experience of other
M j states that the first years put the states under a much smaller liability
V than the later years. The reasons are patent. Standing claims accu- -
M j mulate and big disasters in mines and factories are bound to occur.

u One such disaster is sufficient to run the state's compensation argosy
fi upon the rocks. If our memory does not fail us West Virginia was
t compelled to reconstitute its entire system as the result of a few great
j I catastrophes.

V But this is not to argue against workingmen's compensation it- -
M i self. It is a recognized part of social justice. But we should not
m maintain that because Workingmen's compensation is good state mon- -

' opoly if the business is good.
M The state should be interested solely in securing adequate cor-

nel pensation for injured workers and it should make no difference to
H the state whether a company carries its own insurance, places it with
m a regular insurance company or accords it to the state.
M State monopoly of workingmen's insurance is a German idea. In
H Germany the state, founded as it was on military autocracy, saw with
m alarm the growth of radical ideas and cast about for means of keeping
H the workingmen satisfied with militarism. Various- - methods were
M adopted and among them workingmen's insurance. The ruling classes
H realized that the worker must be kept comfortable in his servitude.
m The German state had an ulterior motive. Compensation for the
m workers was simply a sop. The safety of the autocratic state was
m the object really aimed at and naturally that was a state business.
M Those who point to foreign instituions as models for America are
M discrediting the very spirit which has made Americans great in all
M the world. By our individualism, personal initiative and energy we
M have become a race whose achievements have not been paralleled for

magnitude in all history. We have just won a titanic war in a few
m months because we relied on individual initiative,' energy and the
M resolve to complete any task begun.
H We are different from the rest of the world. Whatever our

faults we have some qualities which are peculiar to ourselves and
which we should not ignore in making our laws and establishing our

H institutions. To say that government ownership is a, success in Ger- -

j many or France is not to demonstrate that it is desirable in this coun- -
M try. The very reverse might be true. Certanly the spirit of our
M countrymen, the spirit "which has so mightily achieved, is all away

H from' paralyzing state monopoly.
H

DOES PEACE MAKE YOU WEARY?

WHEN the armistice was signed editors, managerial and literary,
back in their chairs and wondered what could be so in- -

m teresting as war. They had been on the firing line more than five
M years even though they seldom traveled ten miles from their sanc- -
K turns and they rediscovered the old secret that the human race likes
m war. The editors, as well as their readers, being American idealists,
B hoped for an early peace, and yet when the war ended they realized
M that the curtain had rolled down coldly and forbiddingly on the most
B fascinating of dramas.
H The Marne had become just a river again where the sunshine and
m the shadows frolicked as of old and where the little fishes streamed
B away in soothing schools.

H Romance had fled back to the shelter of novels. Peace had spread
H its' lazy wings over the earth. The editors sighed and murmured

with Omar: ,
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H t "A loaf of bread, a jug of wine and

(

thou
M "Beside me singing in the wilderness
m "Were pa ddise enow."
M But neither the loaf of plain living, nor the wine of riotous living

could compensate for the thrills of warfare.
"It is well that war is so terrible, else we should all come to love

Hj it," said General Robert E. Lee.
M No one, except an incurable militarist, would admit that he loved

Hi

war. But war is interesting. It is one of the most absorbing of the $$
things that interest mankind. 4 12

War allures, not because it deals in death, but because it brings J
out and intensifies life. Or if the gamble with death has something $K
of witchery in it to bind the souls of men, yet, on the whole, it is the wl
struggle of life with life, of human soul with soul, that casts its sor- -
eery over us. j

And when wars end we seek diversion according to our various jffl

bents. The Berlinese go back to dancing. The poet goes back to his W,

verse, the scholar to his books, the scientist to his germs, the as- - M
tronomer to his stars, the theologian to his God. The human soul cries m
out to be interested. j

That is why the editors swiveled uneasily in their chairs. How lM
'

should they be able to interest the reader now that they could no ml
longer dip their pens in the fires of war. Once more they must scribble n
in deep black about industrial affairs, government ownership, taxes, m
public improvements, good roads and bad roads, budgets, baseball, J
tennis and perhaps occasionally a prize fight.

It was a most discouraging prospect.. The world would stifle of "&'

ennui. li

"The tumult and the shouting dies,
"The captains and the kings depart " ' tH

And when they depart the life assumes its prosaic tinge once IB
more. rm

But, if you will believe one editor, life is still interesting. The $j.
mental state we have been describing is a disease or a temporary M
dementia. The world, which has been seeing red, will see with normal m
eyes once more. And then the jaundice will disappear. We shall find M
the old things attractive again the books, the plays, the sports aye, ijm

even work. jM

"Old thoughts, old hopes, old aspirations, 9
''Outlive men's lives and lives of nations." m
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A correspondent states that the king kept on hia hat in honor of JH
President Wilson. Your Englishman certainly is an enthusiastic Ism

creature. JB
,, "H

In .Los Angeles they are trying to find the man who started H
the town. And the starter remains silent. JHi

JhH
New York women say that Washington women are pretty, 'but H

hot stylish. Washington women say that New York women are 19
stylish. jmm

t P P ? ffll
All the world is praising Americans just now. If we would pre- - 1$M

serve our reputations we should keep our jazz bands at home. mm

The greatest voice of protest in the country is stilled by death. JIM
Let us not forget that many of the ills he denounced still live. JUl

'MM

When the League of Nations is formed Woodrow Wilson will Wm
mention himself favorably for the job of umpire. '$Bmi

'iMMi

Emmett Dalton, the former bandit, is trying to picturize the ad- - Hj
ventures of the Dalton gang. We foresee failure. A real bandit neverjgft
was one-tent- h as interesting as the stage or dime novel bandit. - fH

Henry Ford admits Jihat his favorite instrument is a cash register. IfgH
3JI 5C
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It is said that McAdoo has quit his job as government controller J&4

of the railroads so as to gain contj ol of the government. TPl
rHi

Following an official investigation eggs dropped in Chicago. H
However, it is not always safe to drop eggs. H


